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Abstract
Database driven Information Systems (IS) have two distinct integrity concerns: static, or data integrity and dynamic integrity. Static integrity addresses situations within
a particular database state, or instance and dynamic integrity is concerned with state sequences instead.
Dynamic integrity issues come to the fore when services
are designed over the database. Information systems are
defined as a collection of services and dynamic integrity
is therefore an essential part of IS design. Consequently,
designers of information systems have been routinely concerned with dynamic integrity.
Active Databases (ADBs) that add an element of dynamics into database systems, have mainly addressed static integrity concerns. While there have been some attempts to incorporate dynamic integrity concerns within the framework
of ADBs, a general solution is still wanting. This paper addresses dynamic integrity concerns in ADBs by changing
the perspective of an ADB from a database system augmented with rules to a database driven IS that offers rulebased services. This change in perspective offers a promising approach for addressing ADB shortcomings, and reveals a roadmap of directions for future ADB research.

1. Introduction
Historically database systems were designed to manage
large collections of static data. Data values in any database
instance are related through certain dependencies and restricted through certain constraints. The focus of database
design was to efficiently maintain these relationships among
data elements whenever the database was updated.
In contrast, the community of information system (IS) researchers addressed issues of managing information within
a larger dynamic system. The general model of an IS is in
the form of a collection of semantic services.
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Services were initially defined and modeled as sequences of tasks resulting in various flow based representations (task-flow diagrams, workflow diagrams,
activity flowcharts, etc.) However, there is a growing realization that services are best designed using models of
interaction, developed largely in the reactive systems domain [Sri01, EGM98]. This change in perspective comes
from the observation that semantic services are usually interactive in nature, involving intermediate exchanges with
one or more external environments.
Today, most database systems offer features that go beyond management of static data and most information systems are powered by a database. As a result the distinction between the two are blurred and the terms are sometimes used interchangeably. Several issues that have been
addressed in one of the fields are reinvented in the context
of the other.
The distinction between a database and an information
system is best appreciated when we consider their function.
The job of a database is to store data and answer queries.
This entails addressing issues like data models, schema design, handling distributed data, maintaining data consistency, answering queries, etc. Updates to the stored data set
happen in atomic operations, where each update is (logically) isolated from all other update operations. Query answering is a history-less, atomic operation. As long as there
are no updates, a given query will result in the same response, regardless of how many other queries are running
concurrently and how many times the same query has been
asked before. Such a behavior is representative of closed algorithmic computation [GST00].
By contrast, the job of an information system is to provide a service, which are semantic entities entailing considerations that span the life cycle of the larger system. Except in trivially small information systems, services are interactive in nature involving user sessions with one or more
users. An interactive service need not be a closed, atomic
operation. It may involve many intermediate states where
the external environment may influence the flow of the com-

putation. Services are also not isolated from one another.
Two or more interactive services may be intertwined in such
a way that their operations cannot be serialized [SW91].

2. Active Databases

The following table compares Databases and Information Systems.

Traditionally, database systems have been passive, storing and retrieving data in direct response to user requests
without initiating any operations on their own. As the scale
and complexity of data management increased, interest has
grown in bringing active behavior into databases, allowing
them to respond independently to data-related events. Typically this behavior is described by event-condition-action
(ECA) rules.
ECA rules comprise three components: event E, condition C, and action A. The event describes an external happening to which the rule may be able to respond. The condition examines the context in which the event has taken
place. The action describes the task to be carried out by the
rule if the relevant event has taken place and the condition
has evaluated to true [PD99]. In sum, if the specified event
E occurs and if the condition C is true then the specified action A is executed.
While there is agreement that all ADBs must detect
event occurrences, support rule management, and execute
actions [DGG95], there is no consensus on how the events,
conditions and actions are specified. Rule conditions may
get arbitrarily complex and rule conditions may have to be
monitored in one of many different ways [RS99].

Databases
Nature: Algorithmic
State: User Data

Information Systems
Interactive
User data, logs
and histories, user profiles
Job:
Updates and queries of data Data backed services
to users
Output: Determined completely by Individualized based on
query/update specification. user history/preferences

These considerations can perhaps be summarized as follows [GST00]:
Information System = Database + Interaction.
Here, the term “interaction” concerns the set of all issues
that go into modeling one or more multi-channel interactive
processes that characterize services provided by the system.
Active databases (ADBs) are a combination of traditional static databases and active rules, meant to be automated mechanisms to maintain data integrity and facilitate
in providing database functionalities. The traditional view
of ADBs is as follows:
Active Database = Database + Active Rules
However, soon their rules came to support a variety of
tasks like integrity constraints, materialized views, derived
data, coordination of distributed computation, transaction
models, advanced data modeling constructs and automatic
screen update in the context of database change. Despite
this, integrity management in ADBs have been mainly concerned with static integrity that concern data, with very little support for dynamic integrity that concern services.
We argue that the traditional view of active databases is
unduly limiting. Trying to simulate the behavior of a passive database using active rules not only results in ad hoc
rule design, but may also cause hurdles in translating functionality requirements of the IS into rules in the ADB. We
argue for a radical change of viewpoint, so active databases
are embraced as a special (restricted) type of an IS rather
than a special (augmented) type of a database. In order to
illustrate the impact of this change in viewpoint, we consider a running example of a conference management system (CMS) which similar to the one addressed by Essnk and
Erhart in explaining stages of development of an IS [EE91].

2.1. Features of Active Databases

2.2. Rule Analysis
Rule analysis deals with predicting how a set of rules behaves at run-time. The following are the three properties of
rule behavior [PD99]:
Termination. ADB rules are terminating only if there is no
recursive firing of rules; the ADB itself does not guarantee
rule termination.
Confluence. Confluence property of rules decides whether
the execution order of non-prioritized rules make any difference in the final database state. ADBs do not guarantee
any rule execution order.
Observable Determinism. A rule set is observably deterministic if the effect of rule processing as observed by the
user of the system independent of the order in which the
triggered rules are selected for processing.
The following two rules implement a response which is
confluent but observably nondeterministic.

<
>
<
>
<
On <event E1>
if <condition C1>
do <abort>

On event E1
if condition C1
do send message to user

>

In this example, if the first rule is scheduled for firing before
the second, then the user receives a message and the transaction is aborted. By contrast, if the second rule is scheduled before the first, then the transaction is aborted but no
message is sent to the user.
Some examples can be considered from the conference
management system as follows. The following are some Integrity Constraints and their corresponding rule-sets:
(a) A Referee cannot review any papers written by him.
On h insert into Referee i
if h Referee.name == Paper.authorname i
do h abort i

(b) A submitted paper cannot be withdrawn after the withdrawal date.
On h delete from Paper i
if h CurrentDate Paper.withdrawaldate i
do h abort i

>

On h delete from Paper i
if h CurrentDate Paper.withdrawaldate i
do h Send message to Author that withdrawal
date has passed and he cannot withdraw paper.i

>

(c) The PC Chair can be an author of at most one paper.
On h insert into Paper i
if h contains(Paper.authors, PC-Chair) and PCChair.papers 1 i
do h Abort i

>

On h insert into Paper i
if h contains(Paper.authors, PC-Chair) i
do h PC-Chair.papers += 1 i

From the above examples, (b) is confluent, but not observably deterministic. Rules in (c) are not confluent. If the
PC chair sends a paper having himself as the first author
and the paper has more than 5000 words, then depending
on the order of execution of the rules, the author may or
may not receive a message about the wordcount in the paper. Also, depending on how rules in (c) are scheduled, the
count of the number of papers submitted by the PC-Chair
may or may not be incremented after submission of the paper. All the above rulesets are terminating since there is no
recursive invocation of rules.
While several strategies like dynamic grouping of rules
have been suggested to ensure termination and confluence,
it has not been found effective for all rule sets. ADBs simply assume that rules are terminating and confluent [RS99],
but this is not always the case and user interaction is sometimes required to ensure their termination. The development
of effective rule analysis systems awaits further work on
communicating the results of analysis to users. This suggests that user should be modeled in a stronger sense in
ADBs to realize the full capabilities of ADBs. For example,

in nested transactions, the termination of rules may some
time require user interaction. User interactions, and interaction among rules are conspicuous by their absence in ADBs.

3. Integrity Constraints and Temporal Logic
Active database rules provide a powerful mechanism for
integrity constraint enforcement. While active databases began by concentrating on static integrity, support for several
kinds of dynamic integrity issues are also present in many
ADBs [CCF01].

3.1. Static and Dynamic Integrity
Static and dynamic integrity constraints are contrasted as
follows:
Static integrity constraints are used to describe
properties of database states, they restrict the set
of possible states to those states, which are admissible concerning the constraints [GL96].
Dynamic integrity constraints are constraints on
state sequences instead of single states as in the
static case [Bry97].
While static integrity constraints express conditions on
each state the system, dynamic integrity constraints express
conditions for traversals in the state space of the system. An
example of a dynamic integrity constraint from CMS is that
the state of the paper cannot be changed to “accepted” as
long as the previous state is not “submitted”.

3.2. Dynamic Integrity and Temporal Logic
In most commercial databases dynamic integrity support
is usually “Markovian” in nature in that, only single state
transitions can be checked. The database provides support
by which a rule can check for the “old” and “new” value of
an updated data item and act accordingly. It cannot however
check the history of updates on the data item, or arbitrary
sequences of state transitions.
The need for reasoning based on history in ADBs has
been felt by various researchers. In order to specify properties of state sequences, temporal logic has been explored,
which extends predicate logic by special operators relating
states within sequences. Dynamic integrity constraints are
also known as temporal integrity constraints [JT94]. Temporal formulae are built from non-temporal formulae, by iteratively applying logical connectives [GL96]:

 Quantifiers (8, 9) over possible or current objects and
data;
 next operator referring to the next state;

 Temporal quantifiers always, sometime referring to all
or some states in the future;
 Bounded temporal quantifiers always /sometime, before /until.
The following is an example of dynamic constraint over
CMS relations p:PAPER, r:REFEREE, pc:PROGRAMC,
c:CONF, a:AUTHOR, expressed in our variant of temporal logic.
When (p.paperid=r.paperid and r.memname=pc.memname)
After (p.state=”submitted”)
(Always (pc.memname) and
Eventually ( p.state=”accepted” or p.state=”rejected”))

This constraint specifies that a referee cannot leave the
program committee once alotted a paper for review, and that
review assignments cannot be changed; furthermore, that
the state of the paper should eventually be changed from
”submitted” to either ”accepted” or ”rejected”.

3.3. Temporal Logic in Active Databases
In ADBs, dynamic integrity constraints formulated in
temporal logic are converted to ECA rules.
For example, in [JT94], architecture is proposed for
implementing temporal integrity constraints by compiling
them into a set of active DBMS rules. This compiler allows
automatic translation of integrity constraints formulated in
past temporal logic into rules of an active DBMS. During
compilation, the set of constraints is checked for the safe
evaluation property. The result is a set of SQL statements
that includes all the necessary rules needed for enforcing
the original constraints. When the rules are activated, all updates to the database that violate any of the constraints are
automatically rejected (meaning the corresponding transaction is aborted). This method converts past temporal logic
formulae into a set of SQL statements. For past temporal
logic formulas, the truth of the formula in state n depends
only on the finite history D0 ; D1 ; :::; Dn of the database.
[SWO95] uses past temporal logic for specifying conditions and events in the rules for active database system. An
algorithm is presented for incremental evaluation of temporal conditions and a new framework for processing temporal
constraints. This method stores the history of the database.
In [GL96], monitoring schemes for dynamic integrity constraints are developed. Generating triggers for monitoring
integrity from dynamic constraint formulae are addressed.
Refering to the “job” description of a database from the
first section, we see that all of these approaches go beyond
what is meant to be supported by a database. In fact, they
address precisely some of the issues that are required for
modeling the interactive behavior of information systems
that are defined by their service descriptions.

4. Service Oriented Information Systems
The community of IS researchers were historically concerned with the problem of information management in any
dynamic system. A common abstraction for an IS was to
view it as a collection of services. A “service” is a semantic process that makes up the functionality of the system.
In the CMS example, activities like authors uploading a paper, the chair choosing reviewers, etc. are all semantic activities of the system.
Mostly, the main problem addressed here is the description of services. A service description specifies how tasks in
the service ought to be sequenced. The system is assumed
to be made of actors who execute the services, and infrastructure that is used by the actors. The job of the IS is to facilitate interaction between an actor and the infrastructure
or other actors of the system to ensure that the service description is honored.
Languages for specifying service descriptions constitute
the meta-model of the system. Some of the early metamodels used different variants of flowcharts. A flowchart is
a sequence of tasks with various branching and looping conditions.
A major problem with flowchart based approaches is
that they tend to become too rigid when the amount of
activity in the system increases. When a system has several concurrent activities with actors involved in more than
one activity, the possibility of an actor being unable to
exactly follow the rules of a flowchart becomes higher.
As a result, handling “exceptions” becomes a major issue [CCPP99, BM99, LSKM00].
Information Systems as Reactive Systems: The weakness of the flowchart meta-model arises from the “closed”
mental model that they exemplify. A flow chart assumes that
semantic activities can only be performed by specific sequences of steps (which they describe) and nothing else.
Any deviation from these sequences is considered illegal
and an exception is raised.
There is a growing realization that information systems
are “open” systems which have only partial control over
their dynamics. An instance of a service cannot unilaterally control the behavior of its actors, nor can it control the
behavior of other services in the system, even though they
share the same infrastructure (or the system state). In other
words:
An information system has to maintain its dynamic integrity even when it has only partial control over its own dynamics.
Perhaps the closest meta-model that comes to meeting
such requirements is the reactive system.
Reactive systems are systems whose main role is
to maintain an ongoing interaction with their en-

vironment, rather than transform a given problem
to a solution.
A transformational system is the conventional type of
system, whose role is to produce a final result at the end of
a terminating computation. They can be modeled as a multi
valued function from an initial state to a final state [MPP92].
The behavior of a transformational system is closed or algorithmic in nature [GST00].
On the other hand, the fundamental model of a reactive
system is the Labeled Transition System (LTS), comprising of a set of states S and a set of transitions Æ = ff j f :
S ! S g. At any instance, the system is in one of the states
s 2 S and its response to external inputs depends on its current state. An interactive service constitutes a walk in the
LTS graph where each transition may involve external interaction.
The open nature of reactive systems have resulted in duals of most computational paradigms like algebras, inductive reasoning and well-founded sets. Rather than being able
to recursively specify a computational domain from an initial set of axioms, reactive systems require the system model
to iteratively enumerate all permissible states of the system
where it can accept external stimuli and respond to them.
Since it may not be possible to enumerate all possible
initial states, a good design of an open system should allow
for extending or contracting the system model (by adding
or deleting states and their associated behaviors) dynamically.
Multi-stream interaction: Information systems contain
a specific issue of multiple channels that is not generally
addressed in reactive systems. Reactive systems are usually
designed to react to one environment or a single interaction stream. If there are more than one external agents using
the reactive system, the system does not differentiate between any of the agents.
However, having a reactive system discriminate between
its various channels of interaction increases its expressiveness in such a way that it cannot be reduced to a system having a single stream of interaction [GST00, WG99, Sri01].
In a multi-channel interactive system, the behavior is
not only history sensitive, but also channel sensitive. Multistream interaction further reduces the control a system has
over its own dynamics.
Some meta-models provide abstractions by which channels can be specified explicitly. However, these metamodels are unduly limiting in that, they statically fix
the number of channels at the time the model is constructed. In reality, the number of channels in an IS cannot
be known a priori, and channels can be created and destroyed dynamically.
The notion of contracts is increasingly being used to
model interactive behavior having multiple streams of interaction [Mey92, Wei99, HW00, RS95]. A contract specifies

dynamic integrity (liveness, safety and other constraints) in
the form of one or more normative constructs like duties,
rights and prohibitions. An interactive service can follow
any trajectory as long as it honors the contractual norms.
In the equation “IS = DB + Interaction”, interaction modeling hence refers to modeling the contractual norms that
govern the dynamic integrity of the IS.
For the sake of argument, we introduce a simple normsbased meta-model. We shall refer to this meta-model in conjunction with an underlying database system whenever we
talk of the term “information system” further on.
The service descriptions of an information system is
modeled by an “interaction space” which is as follows:
IS = (S; X; F; ). Here, S is the (finite) “state space” of
all activities in the system, X is a finite but unbounded set
of “channels” with which the system interacts with its external world, F is a set of functions or “methods” that relate
states in the state space, and is a set of constraints.
For each state s 2 S the “attributes” of s, denoted by
attr(s), is a set of state variables and their values.
Any channel x 2 X is in a specific state s 2 S at any
given point in time, and the channel x is said to “inhabit”
state s. The attribute of a channel attr(x) is the attribute of
the state that the channel is inhabiting. For each channel x,
the term hist(x) associates it with a sequence denoting the
history of its state traversals along with their corresponding attributes. The IS can call the function purgehist(x)
for any channel x to purge its history and set it to null. Any
channel x is also associated with two data streams called the
“input” and “output” streams respectively. A channel can
read from its input stream and write to its output stream.
They are represented as in(x) and out(x) respectively.
Each state s 2 S is defined by a set of “entry” conditions E (s). A channel may enter this state only if its history
satisfies the constraints in the entry conditions.
F is a set of functions, each of which is of the form
f : S ! 2S . Depending on the specifics of the application, a function may be either called by the external environment or invoked by the system itself. A function represents an atomic transition.
Constraints in are of the form s0 ^ : : : ^ sn ! M [s].
This is read as follows: if there are channels inhabiting
states s0 : : : sn then state s gets modality M . Here M is
one of the following:

 O[s] – it is obligated for a channel to inhabit s. If s is
uninhabited, then all channels in s0 : : : sn block, waiting for the obligation to hold.
 P [s] – it is permitted for a channel to inhabit s
 F [s] – it is forbidden for a channel to inhabit s. If one
or more channels are already inhabiting s, then they
are blocked.

In the above, when a channel is blocked, its input and
output streams are disabled. It cannot read any input and all
the output it generates are buffered. Function calls are also
disabled, until the state is enabled again.

5. Contrasting IS and ADBs
Given a meta-model of an IS, we can have two different views of ADBs as (a). databases extended with rules
and (b). simple information systems providing.

5.1. Individualization and active views
The following table illustrates the two views of Active
Databases. This table is essentially the same as the table in
Section 1, except for the italicized words.
Active Databases as
Databases with rules
Nature: Algorithmic
State: User data

Active Databases as
specialized IS
Interactive
User data, rule-related
logs and histories,
rule-related user profiles
Job:
Updates and queries of data Data backed rule-based
by user as well as rule-driven services to users
Output: Determined completely by
Individualized based on
query/update specification. user history/preferences

While the first view is the standard one [PD99, DGG95],
only the second view naturally endows Active Databases
with needed functionality, such as such as individualization,
use of logs and profiles, and user interaction.
Individualization entails enabling users to formulate customized requests, as well as allowing them to customize
their view of the feedback. It requires awareness of user
characteristics and user preferences as well as of the history of user interaction with the system.
Active views in ADBs are motivated by the need to mediate between users and data stored in the database [KW00].
Active views can be used to define complex objects, events
and conditions of interest. They mitigate the need for users
to constantly issue queries to verify the existence of certain
events or condition in the system. Active views also provide
active caching of materialized views so as to support subscription services, notification services and to update user
profiles. Further, materialized views can be updated automatically. Thus we have active views in ADBs which are
analogous to the concept of individualization in IS.

5.2. Types of Operations
We use the term “operation” to mean a logical unit of
dynamics. In database systems, operations are transactions
and in information systems they correspond to services. We

define three kinds of logical operations and see how they
would be typically designed in a database mental model and
in an IS mental model.
We differentiate between three types of operations: user
operations, system operations and prompted operations.
Consider the Conference Management System (CMS).
The author submitting the paper is a user operation. User
operations involve one or more external environments and
are initiated by the environment. The system cannot predict when a user operation is initiated and in many cases,
also what is the trajectory of the operation.
Deleting a member from the members list when his
membership expired is an automatic system operation. A
system operation is one that is completely internal to the
system. Environments do not control, or may not even be
aware of system operations.
The system should have knowledge that a paper needs
reviewers. After the details of the submitted paper are entered into the conference database, the system is able to
prompt the chairperson of the program committee that reviewers are needed but the actual reviewer selection is left
to the chairperson. Such an operation is a prompted operation. Prompted operations are initiated by the system, but
involve one or more external environments for its execution. While a system may control when a prompted operation may begin, it may not have any control over how the
operation itself proceeds.
Traditional databases support only user operations. Even
here, only atomic operations are permitted – while the user
may initiate an operation, she will have no control over the
operation once it is initiated. Passive databases have no support for system and prompted operations. They are relegated
to application programs running over the databases.
Typical information systems on the other hand, support
all the three kinds of operations.
ADBs fall somewhere midway. They support all three
operations, but in a disconnected manner. Each rule that
fires in an ADB is logically independent of all other rules.
They can support system and prompted operations involving a single rule. The firing of a single rule may cause sideeffects causing other rules to fire. However, they are all logically independent of one another. When a user operation
creates a side effect firing a system operation, there is no direct way to correlate the two operations.

5.3. CMS as ADB and IS
The following are some examples from CMS that show
limitations of ADBs from a database mental model:
Example 1: If an author submitts a paper and the author
is also a PC member, then in the same session, the author is
not allowed to move between the author and PC member areas. For instance, when submitting a paper, an author is not

supposed to know what other papers were submitted, who
are the reviewers, etc.
CMS as ADB: In ADBs, it is not possible to track a specific channel of interaction and reason based on its history.
The simplest way to implement such a policy in an ADB is
to have separate logins for authors and PC members. Hence,
even though a PC member is an author of a paper (s)he has
to login separately for these different roles.
CMS as IS: In an IS, the simplest way to implement this
policy is to identify entry states for the PC member area and
create an entry condition which checks to see that any incoming channel has not visited any of the author-specific
states. Similarly, in all entry states of the author area, channels should be checked to verify that they have not visited
any PC member areas.
Example 2: When the CFP is closed, the system should no
longer allow users to upload new papers. However, if there
are any users who have already started the process of registering and uploading a new paper, they should be allowed
to complete their process.
CMS as ADB: In order to meet this constraint, there
needs to be different status messages printed in a separate
table that tracks where a particular user (given his/her login
session id) is in the process state space. The ADB should
allow for updates after the closing time if the user has already an entry in the current session id showing that (s)he
has come past the starting state.
CMS as IS: With an IS model based on norms, it is simply a matter of disabling the entry state(s) for the upload
process after the time elapses. All channels that have passed
this state continue to be in the system without being denied
access.
Example 3: In some cases where there are more than one
PC Chairs, the system should ensure that every logical operation like assigning a paper for review or finalising the decision on a paper is done fully by one of the PC Chairs.
CMS as ADB: In the database perspective, this can be
achieved by an advisory locking mechanism. When a PC
chair begins a logical operation, a lock is set in the database.
When the other PC chair logs on and tries to perform something, the system raises an exception based on the lock.
However, since each update is considered independent of
one another, the lock should contain sufficient information to determine who is requesting operation. Otherwise,
it would deny permission to the holder of the lock itself.
CMS as IS: From an IS perspective, it is simply a question of maintaining different instances of services (in this
case channels). Each channel takes up a service and executes it independently from the other channels. Since the
context of a service is maintained within the instance, there
is no need for any external coordination mechanism. Such
an issue is complicated in ADBs since they do not have the
notion of services that extend across rules and instances of

services.

6. A Roadmap for future ADBs
Based on the above differences in view points we enumerate the following roadmap for future ADB research.
Rule instances: ADBs should support rule instances that
run in their own contextual space and are logically isolated
from other rule instances.
Presently rule instances can be contrasted only when the
condition part of their ECA rules differ. However, two rule
instances are different even if they match in all the three
parts of a ECA rule.
Rule instances obviate the need for ad hoc approaches to
differentiate rules fron one another. They can also directly
be mapped to different instances of services offered by the
larger IS.
State space for rules: In addition to rule instances, a notion of a state space of a rule instance helps in tracking each
individual instance of a service more precisely.
A state space (or the “condition space”) is a set of all
different conditions under which events trigger actions. In
many cases, the state space would be too complex for the
database designer to specify a priori. However, there exist
many other problems where it is not only possible, but also
desirable to know the complete state space of a rule.
Given the state space of a rule, it is possible to incorporate integrity constraints across rules depending on how
many instances are there in which state of the state space.
Instance specific ECA history: A means of storing the
history of events, conditions and actions executed by a rule
instance helps in tracking the trajectory of rule instances
more precisely. Transactions may have to roll back or perform compensating operations if a rule instance is found to
have violated dynamic integrity norms based on its ECA
history.
Enabling, disabling and waiting on rules: It should be
possible for individual rules (or rule instances) to explicitly
enable, disable or wait on the triggering of another rule. It is
of course possible to embed this functionality into the condition part of existing ECA rules. However, it is desirable to
have this as a separate functionality for the following reasons:
1. Enabling and disabling of rules are not controlled by
the rules themselves. Rules need not be aware of this
external control over their behavior. The condition part
of an ECA rule will have to simply contend with integrity constraints pertinent to its context and not be
concerned about constraints in the larger system.
2. Enabling, disabling and waiting primitives help in easier formulation of synchronization across disparate semantic services. Such constructs are especially helpful
when rule instances are also incorporated in the model.

7. Conclusions
Active databases have been traditionally considered as
data transformation systems, with research methods that
borrow from traditional database arsenal. This is despite the
fact that one of the design issues in active databases is in
bringing application-level integrity concerns to the database
level. As a result, designing the rule system of ADBs is
a challenge and the mapping between application requirements and the system of rules remains complicated.
We argue for a change in viewpoint, so active databases
are embraced as a special (restricted) type of an information system rather than a special (augmented) type of a
database. As such, they are interactive service-providing
systems rather than mere data transformation engines. This
change in perspective offers a promising approach for addressing ADB shortcomings, and reveals a roadmap of additional features for ADBs.
Note that our argument can also be applied to objectoriented database systems (OODBs) [ABD89]. In contrast
with object-relational databases, a “pure” OODB is best
viewed as an IS. This change of perspective will yield a
roadmap of desired OODB research directions analogous to
that for ADBs.
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